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Junior Voice Recital:  
*A Night of Jazz* 
Rebecca Angel, alto

Dan Felix, saxophone  
Andrew Hedge, drums  
Jonah Prendergast, guitar  
Emmett Scott, piano  
Kevin Thompson, bass

Elizabeth Embser, soprano  
Ciara Lucas, alto  
Ginny Maddock, soprano  
Hannah Martin, alto

Hockett Family Recital Hall  
Friday, April 1st, 2016  
7:00 pm
Program

In a Mellow Tone  Duke Ellington (1899-1974)  
Milt Gabler (1911-2001)  

Dan Felix, sax

Caravan  Duke Ellington (1899-1974)  
Irving Mills (1894-1985)  

Kevin Thompson, bass

Gymnopedies no.1 (Till Now)  Erik Satie (1866-1925)  
Rebecca Angel (b. 1995)  

Ginny Maddock, soprano 1  
Elizabeth Embser, soprano 2  
Hannah Martin, alto

Winter Moon  Hoagy Carmichael (1899-1981)  
Harold Adamson (1906-1980)  

Emmett Scott, piano

Half Time  Amy Winehouse  
(1983-2011)

Take 5

Chega De Saudade (No More Blues)  Antonio Carlos Jobim (1927-1994)  
Jon Hendricks (b.1921)  

Softly, as in a Morning Sunrise  Oscar Hammerstein II (1895-1960)  
arr. Emily Remler (1957-1990)  

Jonah Prendergast, guitar

Twenty-Eight  Cyrille Aimée  
(b.1984)  

Dan Felix, sax

Somebody That I Used to Know  Gotye  
(b. 1980)  

Ciara Lucas, soprano

Rebecca Angel is from the studio of Carol McAmis.